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ABSTRACT. This study presents an efficient framework for assessment and 

prediction of teachers’ performance in academic institutes using Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN) algorithm. The prediction model was tested effectively using the TA 

UCI dataset. The data consists of academic experiences for teachers as well as their 

experiences and grades of students in courses they taught among others. The SPSS 

tool was used to build the suggested prediction system. The TA data was dividing 

into three groups (70, 80, and 90) for training data, and (30, 20, and 10) for testing 

data respectively to study the dataset discrimination. The results are showing that 

the neural network obtained better accuracy results with (90%) in the training and 
(10%) in testing. 

Keywords: Teaching Assistant; classification; Performance, Neural Network; 

accuracy. 

 

1. Introduction. Nowadays, most of the academic institutes facing a low-quality problem in the educational 

field. One of these factors is an educational student achievement and staff teaching quality. Some studies had 

been done to engorge the students to improve their academic achievement, but still, the problem of the 

teaching quality need to be improved especially in the practical parts that normally performed by the Teaching 

Assistant staff and Lecturer. Teaching Assistants (TAs) are persons who help lecturer or professors with 

instructional tasks [1] and [2]. TAs can be in university level, secondary school level or elementary school 

level. Evaluation Teaching Assistant system introduced in agreement with the Rules as a recommendation 

from the Evaluation and Standards Uniform Performance Teacher as one of the improvement factor of 

learning quality [3]. Performance evaluation system assists the district’s scholar attainment aims and the 

universities as well. This program offers us efficiency instructive environment in the education institutes. It is 

permitting for ingenuity and separate instructor initiative. The efficiency of the teachers may be effect in some 

courses because of teaching language, study time, the number of students in each classroom, etc. The aim is to 

assist the incessant growing and development progress of every instructor by analyzing, monitoring, and 

employing relevant information amassed within a model of meaningful reaction to enhance the progress of 

academic scholar and instructor efficiency. The significant objective of this study is to the proposal a solid 

evaluation system for TA using on Artificial Neural Network algorithm (ANN). The proposed model applied 

the ANN as a possible solution to study and analyze the quality of teaching assistant teachers to improve their 

skills to growth the educational achievement level. This study is systematized as follows. Section 2 discuss 

the related studies. In Section 3 the proposed model using neural network algorithm is explained. The dataset 

and experimental design are organized and discussed in Section 4. Results and discussion behind this study 

are clarified in Section 5, while Section 6 is a conclusion of this paper. 

 

2. Related Work. There are many studies has been done to improve the quality of TA staff. The improving 

performed in the curriculum and the educational development issues. Baradwaj and Pal [4] conducted the task 

of prediction to assess the performance of students in the academic field. The decision tree classifier 

technique utilized for classifying the student performance. Thier proposed method extracted new information 

that can define scholars' performance level in last semester examination. It supports previously in finding the 
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failures and scholars who required superior care to decrease failure portion and let the instructor offer suitable 

guiding to take proper action for the coming semester examination. The C4.5 and CART decision tree 

classification models have been used by Yadav and Pal [5] on engineering scholar's dataset to predict their 

achievement in the final exams. These classification models contain psychological, social, and other 

environmental parameters required for the actual classification of the student's achievement. The C4.5 

algorithm has obtained better performance compared with CART technique. The true positive degree of their 

models achieved FAIL class with 0.786 for the C4.5 classifier. Their models can classify the new scholars in 

short time but the prediction accuracy list for the scholars by employing the prediction systems to the records 

of arriving new scholars. Ola and Pallaniappan [6] utilized a smart technology-oriented model to assess the 

performance of teachers in higher education institutions and introduced a good method for designing 

appropriate system framework to predict the performance of teachers. The introduced method is fully applied 

to help school administrators to make decisions and providing the basis for teachers' performance 

enhancement that will achieve the best academic results for students and enhance the standard teaching. Thus, 

this will support to the effective teaching attainment. Ahmadi and abadi examined [7] the instructor 

evaluation performance of final semester of an academy and presented the results which are obtained using 

WEKA software. They used 104 instructor's activities samples in the classroom with machine learning 

techniques such decision tree methods and association rule algorithms. Mardikyan and Badur [2] introduced a 

TA evaluation system based on two types of data mining methods, decision trees, and regression. Their 

research objective focused on comprehending the main factors influencing the learning performance of the 

teachers by defining the associated factors with the learning performance from 2004 to 2009. The work 

position of the teachers that is not involved in the survey is found to be important. The main significant factor 

to clarify the teachers' learning performance is the teacher arrogances that are mainly evaluated by the 

performance steps. The teachers that appeal more scholars to the courses assessed more positively. 

 

3. Proposed model. The research design of this study is a combination of several stages. This study consists 

of 6 stages. Each stage contains a different number of steps. Firstly, TA data collection from (UCI). While the 

second phase of the data for training and the other for testing, and the third phase is defining the data field, 

input and output, and the fourth phase we will use a neural network that represents a sample and data 

accuracy algorithm. The fifth phase will represent the results in graphical shape. The sixth stage is research 

writing. The structure of the introduced system as demonstrated in figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Proposed Model 

 
The structure of the introduced system as demonstrated in figure1. Firstly, the preprocessing and 

class adjustment step adopted in the input and output features. The first five features employed as an input 

layer of the NN model. However, the last feature (class) used as an output feature of the NN. The majority of 

the NN algorithms used as a binary classifier in the target feature (0 and 1). However, the current TA dataset 

used as a non-binary class in the target field (1,2,3). The proposed study adopted the target feature (class) to 

be binary (0/1) to work efficiently. In this study, the class (2) is modified into class (1) and class (3) to be a 

binary class. The experiments have done after the modification and adaptation of the target field. The teaching 

assistant evaluation dataset then divided into different data groups such as 90-10%, 80-20% and 70-30% 

training and testing stages. These partitions are performed on the proposed model using ANN. The 
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performance in all partitions calculated regarding accuracy, execution time and misclassification error. 

 
4. Dataset and Experimental Design. The TA dataset [8] contain assessments of teaching outcomes over two 

summer semesters and three regular semesters of 151 TA staff assignments at the Department of Statistics in 

the Wisconsin-Madison University. The target field was categorized into three equal-sized classes “1, 2, and 3” 

for “Low, High, and Medium” respectively. The data contains descriptions assessments of teaching Dataset 

which can classify the quality of their teaching assistant staff according to TA staff performance. The number 

of features is five includes; TA language, Course, Course Instructor, Class size, and Teaching Time. Different 

studies in teaching assistant evaluation used the TA UCI dataset such as [9] and [10].Table 1 demonstrates the 

TA dataset features. 

 

Table 1: The TA dataset features 

 
The section discusses the experiment, results, and discussion about the introduced model. The proposed 

model used the SPSS software to the classifier and predicted the TA staff performance. The SPSS software is 

a statistic tool and recently used in data mining problems. The tool adopted by combined different types of 

machine learning algorithms to solve the prediction challenges in a different file. It can suggest various 

modeling algorithms, such as segmentation used by Gaemperli and et.al[11], association detection applied by 

Jorge and Azevedo [12], and classification techniques adopted in different areas such as [13], [14], and [15]. 

The neural network adopted on the data set for the input and output features as shown in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. The TA Neural Network Model 

 

By using the SPSS tool, the TA dataset divided into 90%, 80%, and 70% for training and 10%, 20%, and 30% 

for testing data respectively. Table 2 shown the training and testing dataset. 

 

Table2. Training and testing Dataset 

Groups Size1 Size2 Size3 

Training 90% (136) 80% (121) 70% (106)  

Testing 10% (15) 20% (30) 30% (45) 

89



 

5. Results and Discussion. The experiments of the proposed model achieved the different shape of results in 

training and testing stages. By using these results, the performance of the TA staff can be analyzed and 

controlled. The performance output is analyzed based on different factors such as accuracy, estimation time, 

and prediction error. The accuracy TA performance calculated as: 

Accuracy =
(TN +  TP)

(TN + FP) + (TP + FN)
 

Where, 

 TP is a True Positive; FP is a False Positive; TN is a True Negative; FN is a False Negative  

 

The training and testing results illustrated in table3. 

Table 3: Training and testing results 

Training 

Size 

Training 

Accuracy 

Training 

Error 

Training 

Execution 

Time 

Testing 

Size 

Testing 

Accuracy 

Testing 

Error 

Testing 

Execution 

Time 

70% 97.283% 2.72% 21sec 30% 95.24% 4.76% 1 sec 

80% 94.215% 5.79% 24sec 20% 90.00% 10.00% 2 sec 

90% 96.324% 3.68% 27sec 10% 96.00% 4.00% 42 sec 

 
Table 3 demonstrates the TA performance results in the training and testing results. The high TA performance 

accuracy obtained in the size 70% training with 97.283%, and 10% testing with 4%. On the other hand, the 

lowest performance accuracy results achieved in the 80% training with 94.215% and 80% testing stage with 

90% rate. Figure 3 shown the training and testing results in visualization shape. 

 

 
Figure 3. The TA performance results 

 

6. Conclusion. This paper tried to investigate and evaluate the teaching assistant staff to adopt the prediction 

process based on the data size, time process, accuracy, estimated error factor. The quality of teaching assistant 

staff was emphasized using artificial neural network algorithms In this study, the experiments conducted 

based on UCI teaching assistant dataset. The results of the evaluation obtained using with different size in 

training and testing phases. The deep examinations highlighted that the group of 90% achieved better results 

in the prediction accuracy, estimated time, and error factor. 
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